ANTIQUED LIQUID
DESCRIPTION
Product composed by acrylic resins , diluting and leaking, inert mineral bulks,
metallic salts; is particularly recommender for the decoration and ageing of the
stamped floors and stone overlay system. It used in combination with liquid
release in the works (outside and inside) where is no possible to apply the release
powder(Stonart).
Can be supplied in different colors.
USE
On a new stamped surface, well dried and clean, apply a first coat of sealfloor
100. Let it dry for an hour and apply spraying the ageing liquid. Wait until it is
perfectly dry and, if necessary, apply another coat. When the surface is
completely dry apply a final coat of selafloor 100.
PRESERVATION
The product must be stored in dry areas.
Stoked in its original integral containers, the product life is 12 months.
QUALITY
We hereby certify that this product is prepared in accordance with the
international standards, is continuously tested in appropriate laboratories and
checked prior any shipment; it is therefore a “GOOD QUALITY” Product.
IMPORTANT:
What's in this data sheet is based on best knowledge derived from practical experience and
laboratory. This document cancels and replaces the previous ones. The data can be modified at
any time. The customer has the responsibility to verify that the product is suitable for the
application they want to perform. The manufacturer assumes no responsibility for the results of
incorrect applications. It is strongly recommended to test the product on a small area before
application. The product is for professional use. The International Stone regularly organizes
training courses for its customers who request it. Those who use these products without being
entitled do so at their own risk.
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